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1.Heritage
Our project to create The Dickens Lexicon Digital is based on the 
index cards which the late Professor Dr. Tadao Yamamoto 
(1904-91) compiled. Dr. Yamamoto first conceived a plan for the 
compilation of the Dickens Lexicon, and published Growth and 
System of the Language of Dickens: An Introduction to A Dickens 
Lexicon in 1950, as an introduction to the Dickens Lexicon. In 
1953 he was awarded the Japan Academy Prize for this work. In 
order to compile the Dickens Lexicon he collected the materials 
not only from all of Dickens’s works but also from his letters and 
speeches. Unfortunately, in 1991 he died without seeing his 

2. Development

The Development of the Dickens Lexicon Digital 
and its Practical Use for the Study of 

Late Modern English

Our Dickens Lexicon is neither book-based 
nor document-based, but is rather designed 
as a web-based reference resource. Users will 
be able to search and retrieve lexical data (an 
idiom, definition, source, quotation, and 
notes), stored in the original card-database of 
approximately 60,000 indexed entries, with-
out the need to install extra software (apart 
from a web browser) on their computer. 
Some of the types of information on Dicken-
sian idioms should prove quite valuable for 
non-native researchers of English in particu-
lar, as certain idiomatic expressions in English 
which are common to native-speakers of 
English might not be noticed as idioms, or 
not understood as ironical or collapsed 
idioms. 

Idioms are expressions which are delimitable units of a language, which 
may happen to be single sounds, single words, phrases, or sentences. 
Delimitation takes place according to the linguistic sense of those who use 
the language as their mother tongue, this sense being at once 
psychological, social and historical. These three elements are unified in the 
sense of peculiar familiarity, which may or may not be strange to those who 
do not use it as their native language.
                                                                                                                                                     
   (Growth and System of the Language of Dickens: 394)
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The late Dr. Yamamoto at work in his study at Hiraoka, Osaka.

3. The Dickens Lexicon Digital
The lexicon will also be implemented with a multifunctional information 
retrieval system. In addition to the indexed entries, the lexicon will make 
it possible to retrieve frequency information on lexical items (from 
single words to phrases, including multi-word units) drawing upon the 
full corpus of Dickens’ texts, and an additional set of almost 
comprehensive 18th- and 19th-century fictional texts. A range of 
functions including concordance display, sort capability, distribution 
charts, and statistical data with t-score and MI-score and log-likelihood 
ratios will be available in a user-friendly interface. Therefore, a close 
scrutiny of idioms appearing in the Dickens Lexicon, incorporating this 
multifunctional information retrieval system, will not only make us more 
aware of the ways idioms represent an important facet of Dickens’ usage 
of English (compared with those in almost comprehensive 18th- and 
19th-century fictional texts), but will also provide greater insight into 
the characteristic structure of idiomaticity in the English language. 
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Dickens adopts an abundance of examples with various 
colloquial phrases and expression in his works. Storm and 
George Gissing also admit that Dickens’ language is very 
idiomatic. In order to deeply understand Dickens’ language 
as well as his works, one of the best ways is to study idioms 
which Dickens uses in his letters and novels. The late Dr. 
Tadao Yamamoto tried to compile a Dickens Lexicon, studying 
Dickens’ language, and in particular idioms.

The above figure shows a result of the retrieval of idioms beginning with the verb “do” in a test version of The Dickens Lexicon 
Digital. The 199 examples are ordered alphabetically but can also be listed in the chronological or alphabetical order of the 
titles. Moreover, if you want to retrieve more information about the idiom “do the honours of the house,” clicking on the id-
iom will return a definition drawn from the Oxford English Dictionary or any other dictionary, the text and the context where 
the idiom is used, comments by Prof. Yamamoto and relevant notes from reference materials referring to the idiom.
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Dickens Lexicon Digital

Keyword(s) 
    

Card/Text Sort by: Limit
Card Entry Definition Dictionary OED Text Cf Quoted Class 50 Search

| (3) || 9 (1) || a (934) || b (1363) || c (1573) || d (832) || e (275) || f (777) || g (955) || h (805) || i (342) || j (127) || k (262) || l (980) || m (940) || n (370) || o (442) || p (1107) || q (57) || r (571) || s (1859) || t (1404) ||
u (154) || v (96) || w (863) || y (35) || z (2) || ò (1) |

| d (1) || da (72) || dd (1) || de (305) || di (105) || dn (1) || do (199) || dr (87) || du (57) || dw (3) || dy (1) |

do (PP: 15) - There was the young lady who "did" the poetry in the Eatanswill GAZETTE, in the ...
do (PP: 41) - Mr Pickwick then once again dropped off to sleep, with a confused consciousness ...
do (PP: 20) - "And not a wery sure one, neither," added Mr Weller; "I got reg'larly done the o ...
do (OCS: 68) - And in further assurance that he's safe and sound, Kit speaks to her again; and ...
do (OMF: I.12) -  'Lawyer Lightwood,' ducking at him with a servile air, 'I am a man as gets m ...
do (DS: 58) - joey knew a thing or two, but had been done, Sir, done ...
do (OMF: I.14) - Riderhood got into the boat accordingly. It appeared as if he had scarcely ha ...
do (PP: 48) - "A disgraceful imposition," observed the old lady. "Nothing but a do," remarke ...
do (OT: 13) - drink but water--and not that, unless he done the River ...
do (PP: 16) - "All, sir," replied Mr Weller. "Reg'lar do, sir; artful dodge." ...
do (PP: 48) - "A disgraceful imposition," observed the old lady. "Nothing but a do," remarke ...
do (PP: 41) - "... Or -- stop -- I'll tell you what -- I'll tell you how we'll do him," said S ...
do (one's hair), to (OMF: I.4) - 'This is another of the consequences of being poor! The idea of a girl with a r ...
do a person, to (OMF: I.4) - Now, you look lovely, pa; why don't you always wear your hair like that? Andhe ...
do by (DS: 22) - He refolded the letter, and was sitting trifling with it, standing it long-wise ...
do credit to -- (DS: 42) - ``I know," said Mr Dombey, with a majestic indication of assent, ``that I hav ...
do credit to -- (DS: 42) - ``Not likely that a man like you would. Hardly possible," murmured Carker. ``But ...
do deferential (DS: 13) - Then Perch took the newspaper, and gave it a turn or two in his hands before the ...
do for (OMF: III.15) - to squeeze money out of us, and he has done for himself instead ...
do for (PP: 8) - His head dropped upon his breast; and, muttering his invincible determination no ...
do for (OCS: 66) - "To be short with you, then, it leads me to this. If the truth has come out, as ...
do for (OT: 39) - "I might have been done for, twenty times over . . ." ...
do for (DS: 60) - Well! Here we are! Taken in and done for. Eh? ...
do for, to (PP: 8) - His head dropped upon his breast; and, muttering his invincible determination no ...
do injustice to (DS: 14) - Cornelia, taking both Paul's hands in hers, said, ``Dombey, Dombey, you have alw ...
do it (OCS: 35) - They went on writing for a long time in silence after this -- in such a dull sil ...

do the honours of the house

Entry: do the honours of the house

Found in Dombey and Son Chapter 30

Definition:
honour: 5. c. pl. Civilities or courtesies rendered, as at an entertainment: in
phr. to do the honours.

Source: OED (NED) Quotated in OED No

Text:
Mr Dombey was far from quarrelling, in his own breast, with the manner of
his beautiful betrothed. He had that good reason for sympathy with
haughtiness and coldness, which is found in a fellow-feeling. It flattered
him to think how these deferred to him, in Edith's case, and seemed to have
no will apart from his. It flattered him to picture to himself, this proud and
stately woman doing the honours of his house, and chilling his guests after
his own manner. The dignity of Dombey and Son would be heightened and
maintained, indeed, in such hands.

Cf:
'honours' = civilities to guests, visitors (POD). (Yamamoto) See 16. (Ike)

The Dickens Lexicon is expected to be released as The Dickens Lexicon 
Digital, an Internet website with a multifunctional search engine. It will 
be able to contribute a range of research topics including the following:

•  A study of the language and style of Charles Dickens.
•  A comparative study of idiomatic expressions between Dickens 

and other writers in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
•  A chronological research of idioms.
•  A research into the language and style of 18th- and 19th-century 

fictional texts.
•  A research into the history of the English language.
•  An interdisciplinary research between information science and 

language study.
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• What is the Dickens Lexicon?!

• Why do we need it?2 0 1 4 D A D H
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creative and playful use of language
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highly prolific idioms
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Idioms constitute the central nucleus 
of the ‘copious language’ of Dickens
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The late Professor Dr Tadao Yamamoto (1904–1991)

The late Dr. Yamamoto at work in his study at Hiraoka, Osaka.

故 山本忠雄教授

Towards a Dickens Lexicon
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The late Professor Dr Tadao Yamamoto (1904–1991)

The late Dr. Yamamoto at work in his study at Hiraoka, Osaka.

故 山本忠雄教授

Scholarly heritage
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do (one's hair), to (OMF: I.4) - 'This is another of the consequences of being poor! The idea of a girl with a r ...
do a person, to (OMF: I.4) - Now, you look lovely, pa; why don't you always wear your hair like that? Andhe ...
do by (DS: 22) - He refolded the letter, and was sitting trifling with it, standing it long-wise ...
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do credit to -- (DS: 42) - ``Not likely that a man like you would. Hardly possible," murmured Carker. ``But ...
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do for (OCS: 66) - "To be short with you, then, it leads me to this. If the truth has come out, as ...
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do for (DS: 60) - Well! Here we are! Taken in and done for. Eh? ...
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do the honours of the house

Entry: do the honours of the house

Found in Dombey and Son Chapter 30

Definition:
honour: 5. c. pl. Civilities or courtesies rendered, as at an entertainment: in
phr. to do the honours.

Source: OED (NED) Quotated in OED No

Text:
Mr Dombey was far from quarrelling, in his own breast, with the manner of
his beautiful betrothed. He had that good reason for sympathy with
haughtiness and coldness, which is found in a fellow-feeling. It flattered
him to think how these deferred to him, in Edith's case, and seemed to have
no will apart from his. It flattered him to picture to himself, this proud and
stately woman doing the honours of his house, and chilling his guests after
his own manner. The dignity of Dombey and Son would be heightened and
maintained, indeed, in such hands.

Cf:
'honours' = civilities to guests, visitors (POD). (Yamamoto) See 16. (Ike)

The Dickens Lexicon with Digital Enhancements
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Approx. 60,000 indexed entries of 
idiomatic expressions!

A multifunctional information retrieval 
system!

A reference corpus of major 18th- and 
19th-century prose fiction

The Dickens Lexicon Digital!
 features:
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The Dickens Lexicon Digital
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Found in Dombey and Son Chapter 30

Definition:
honour: 5. c. pl. Civilities or courtesies rendered, as at an entertainment: in
phr. to do the honours.

Source: OED (NED) Quotated in OED No

Text:
Mr Dombey was far from quarrelling, in his own breast, with the manner of
his beautiful betrothed. He had that good reason for sympathy with
haughtiness and coldness, which is found in a fellow-feeling. It flattered
him to think how these deferred to him, in Edith's case, and seemed to have
no will apart from his. It flattered him to picture to himself, this proud and
stately woman doing the honours of his house, and chilling his guests after
his own manner. The dignity of Dombey and Son would be heightened and
maintained, indeed, in such hands.
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Defoe, Daniel: The Farther Adventures of 
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Sterne, Laurence: A Political Romance!
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Sterne, Laurence: A Sentimental Journey Through 
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Allen, Austen, Ballantyne, Baring-Gould, Barrett, Beckford, 
Blackmore, Borrow, Braddon, Brontë.A, Brontë.C, Brontë.E, 
Brown, Brunton, Burnett, Burney, Butler, Carroll, Charles, 
Collins, Disraeli, Doyle, Edgeworth, Eliot, Farrar, Fenwick, 
Ferrier, Galt, Gaskell, Gissing, Godwin, Haggard, Hardy, Hays, 
Hogg, Holcroft, Hughes, Inchbald, Jefferies, Kingsley, LeFanu, 
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19th century authors
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250 texts!
! ! (EFC: 33; Dickens: 24; NFC: 193)!

39,038,653 word-tokens!
! ! (EFC: 4,519,284; Dickens: 4,858,674; NFC: 29,660,695)!

193,391 word-types!
! ! (EFC: 56,084; Dickens: 55,706; NFC: 164,285)!

Dickens Lexicon Digital!
Corpus
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Dickens Lexicon !
Late Modern British Fiction Corpus: Composition

ECF Dickens NCF
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Dickens Lexicon !
Late Modern British Fiction Corpus: Token ratio

EFC Dickens NFC
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 The Dickens Lexicon Digital: 
Definition of Idioms

Miyuki Nishio (Kinki University) 
nishio@hiro.kindaiac.jp
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Introduction
Charles Dickens adopts an abundance of examples of 

various colloquial phrases and expressions in his works. 
!
Yamamoto  points out that Dickens’ language is very 

idiomatic.  
!
One of the characteristic features of Dickens’ idiomatic 

phrases is that some of them show a considerable 
amount of variation and suggest the increasing 
separation of a word from the established or fixed 
phrases.                                                (Yamamoto: 2003)
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Yamamoto’s definition of idioms

!!!!!!Idioms!are!expressions!which!are!delimitable,
units,of!a!language,!which!may!happen!to!be!
single!sounds,!single!words,!phrases,!or!
sentences.!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(Yamamoto!2003:!394)
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Idiomatic units
• That blessed star which led the Wise Men to a 
poor abode. (Dickens; Carol 1) 

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Dictionary!!!!!!‘the!/!(three)!/!wise!/!men’!
!　!!Grammar!!!!!!!!‘the’!&!‘(three)’!&!‘wise’!&!‘men’!
!　!!Lexicon!!!!!!!!!!!!‘[the!(three)!wise!men]’!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,a,delimitable,unit,=,idiom
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Types of idioms
• 1. Idioms in the form of the sentence 

• 2. Verb idioms 

• 3. Noun idioms 

• 4. Adjective idioms 

• 5. Adverb idioms              (Yamamoto; 2003)
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In this extremity she fell on the unlucky 
nephew, tooth and nail, and plucking a 
handful of hair from his head, demanded to 
know how long she was to stand there to be 
insulted, …                    
                                         (Barnaby Rudge)
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“tooth and nail” in DLD
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“tooth and _” in Dickens Text Bank
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But this distant form of farewell was by no means 
tender enough for the yearnings of the young 
ladies, who again embraced him with all their 
hearts--with all their arms at any rate--to which 
parting caresses their new-found friend 
submitted with a better grace than might have  
been expected from one who, not a moment 
before, had pledged their parent in such a very 
uncomfortable manner. 
                                             (Martin Chuzzlewit)
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“with a … grace”
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“with a _ grace” in DLD
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Thank you for listening. 2 0 1 4 D A D H
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in a jiffy
▪The 6 examples prior to those in Dickens 

are all used by Scottish characters created 
by Scottish writers except Captain 
Marryat.
▪It was Dickens that first introduced this 

Scottish idiom into English in Christmas 
Carol (1843).
▪The constituent structure of “in a jiffy” is 

so fixed.
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in so many words
▪so many = so far, so much, just so many and 
nothing more 
▪in a few words, in brief, briefly, bluntly
▪in a word
▪in one word
▪in two words
▪in three words
▪in four words
▪in five words
▪in six words
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●Miss Murdstone reappeared before I was out 
of bed; told me, in so many words, that I was 
free to walk in the garden for half an hour ... 
(DC, 4)
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●Miss Murdstone reappeared before I was out 
of bed; told me, in so many words, that I was 
free to walk in the garden for half an hour ... 
(DC, 4)
●That’s very true. If you wish to know the 

complaint I make against you, it is, in so 
many plain words, that you really ought not 
to go into Society ... (LD, I. 33)
●The Duchess had almost told him so in as 

many words. Lady Chiltern, who was much 
more to him than the Duchess, had assured 
him that if he should have a wife to bring with 
him to Harrington, the wife would be 
welcome. (A. Trollope, Phineas Redux, 1873)
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        Text Bank         Dickens　 
in so many words 　　　79 　      10 
in a word   639       75 
in one word　  073       03 
in two words  039       02 
in three words  017       02 
in four words  0v1       00 
in five words  0v3       00 
in six words  003       02
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myself, to dwindle, peak, and pine.”  DC 52
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3. Types of Dickensian Adverbial Idioms
1. Preposition + (article) + Noun
into space (into the empty space as emphasis with verbs denoting 
‘to disappear) / under the rose (Lat. ‘sub rosa,’ in confidence)
2. Noun and/or  Noun
bag and baggage (with all belongings) / man and boy (from 
boyhood upward) / neck and heels (cf. ‘to tie neck and heels,’ to 
bind securely. ) / neck or nothing (desperately, staking all on 
success)
3. One adverb
“Then it was that I began, if I may so Shakespearingly express 
myself, to dwindle, peak, and pine.”  DC 52

   Cf. Delimitable
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4. What remains to be done
!"Public or private
▪Tieken-Boon van Ostade, Ingrid (2014) In Search of Jane 

Austen: The Language of the Letters. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press.
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4. What remains to be done
!"Public or private
▪Tieken-Boon van Ostade, Ingrid (2014) In Search of Jane 

Austen: The Language of the Letters. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press.

▪The bedroom scene in the interlude was as well furnished 
as Vestris had it; with a “practicable” fireplace blazing 
away like mad, and everything in a concatenation 
accordingly. I really do believe that I was very funny: at 
least I know that I laughed heartily at myself, and made 
the part a character… (Letters III, 1842)
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4. What remains to be done
2. More refined and advanced search options 
　　　 
　　　　Wild card search option 
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Thank you for your attention!2 0 1 4 D A D H



!

Idiomatic wordplays!
!

Masahiro Hori!
(Kumamoto Gakuen University)
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How often does Dickens use gentleman ? (Frequency 
counting)!

How does Dickens describe gentlemen in his texts? 
(Collocation)!

How are the texts in the corpus intertextually related? 
(Macro-analysis; Distant reading)!

What makes a particular subcorpus/text distinct? 
(Textual analysis)!

etc.

Research questions like:
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Major tools used for collocation 
studies  
KWIC concordances and statistical 
measures
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Major tools used for collocation 
studies  
KWIC concordances and statistical 
measures
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the ___ ___ gentleman (218/394 are from Dickens)
1833_SB ... n the most urgent manner at the door of the powdered-headed old gentleman at No. 3, and when the powdered-headed  …

1833_SB ... headed old gentleman at No. 3, and when the powdered-headed old gentleman, who thought one of his married daughte ...

1833_SB ...  was of a very different character from the troublesome single gentleman who had just quitted it.  He was a tall ...

1833_SB ... ather a military appearance.  So unlike the roystering single gentleman.  Such insinuating manners, and such a  ...

1833_SB ... her at the corner of Farringdon-street, the little old gentleman grumbles, and suggests to the latter, t ...

1833_SB ... retty considerable height, when at last the loquacious little gentleman, making a mental calculation of the dis ...

1833_SB ... creased admiration every time; and even the funny old gentleman began singing.  His song had properly s ...

1833_SB ... action, and greatly to the annoyance of the lame old gentleman over the way; and a constant correspond ...

1833_SB ... or the presence of a third party!  Even the facetious young gentleman would have been a relief. </p> <p>Miss  ...

1833_SB ... extraordinary circumstance!" ejaculated the same old gentleman, preserving his listening attitude. </p ...

1864_OMF ... e private and confidential comment fromthe mature young gentleman ~~ his gloom deepens to that degree tha ...

1864_OMF ... going to be married (powder and all) to the mature young gentleman, and she is to be married from the Vene ...

1864_OMF ... eem that both the mature young lady andthe mature young gentleman must indubitably be Veneering's oldest  ...

1864_OMF ... e light of a sister, and Alfred Lammle (the mature young gentleman) in the light of a brother.  Twemlow ha ...

1864_OMF ... tle Georgiana, also under inspection by the same gingerous gentleman, sits Fledgeby.     Oftener than twice  ...

1864_OMF ... ok."     Here Miss Lavinia descended onthe ill-starred young gentleman with a crushing supposition that at all ...

1864_OMF ... n.  I beg your pardon.  Yes."     Again the little dried gentleman put his hand to his forehead, and again ...

1864_OMF ... ain for any sign of permission to spare the poor little gentleman.  No.  Mr Fledgeby meant him to be rack ...

1864_OMF ... e new complication.     ``Really," says the uneasy little gentleman, ``really, Mrs Lammle, I should take it ...

1864_OMF ... onfidence?"     ``I must confess," says the mild little gentleman, coming to his answer by degrees, ``tha ...

1864_OMF ...   But, six o'clock in the evening finds the worthy little gentleman getting better, and also getting himsel ...

1860_GE ... s Estella."     ``Come and fight," said the pale young gentleman.     What could I do but follow him? I  ...

1860_GE ... mind grew very uneasy on the subject of the pale young gentleman. The more I thought of the fight, and r ...

1860_GE ... re I thought of the fight, and recalled the pale young gentleman on his back in various stages of puffy  ...

1860_GE ... ething would be done to me. I felt that the pale young gentleman's blood was on my head, and that the La ...

1860_GE ... of night. I had cut my knuckles against the pale young gentleman's teeth, and I twisted my imagination i ...

1860_GE ... imony to my confidence in the spirit of the pale young gentleman, that I never imagined  \ him \  access ...

1860_GE ...    Perhaps, I might have told Joe about the pale young gentleman, if I had not previously been betrayed  ...

1860_GE ... hat Joe could hardly fail to discern in the pale young gentleman, an appropriate passenger to be put int ...

1860_GE ...  if he had been of no more account than the pale young gentleman, was very soon among the coal-dust, and ...
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the ___ ___ gentleman (in per million words)
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3D modelling of textual relationships (Dickens Lexicon Corpus) 
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